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To win the 
trust of new 
audiences, 
let’s start 
with the 
topics that 
matter most 
to them



How do we track this content?

• Use System Tags in Presto to track 
content based on the audience benefits 
that are of the highest interest to 
BIPOC digital news audiences, as 
determined by network research.

• There are 15 tags based on these 
benefits, plus one (En Español) used for 
content in Spanish and an Inclusion tag.

• For tracking purposes, please use only 
the one System Tag that best 
describes the story, gallery or video. 
(En Español and/or Inclusion can be a 
second System Tag.)
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What about videos?
Videos are also eligible for these 
tags. Simply add them to the 
Content Tags field, since there are 
no System Tags for videos.



What are the 17 System Tags?
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FF-Crime & Safety

FF-Schools & Education

FF-Jobs & Careers

FF-Consumer Scams

FF-Health & Wellness

FF-Immigration

FF-Personal Finance

FF-Technology

FF-Social Issues

FF-Human Interest

FF-Food

FF-Sports

FF-Parenting

FF-Environment

FF-Pop Culture & Music

En Español

Why FF? It stands for “Family Forward,” the audience segment developed by legacy Gannett 
before the merger. Typing “FF” in the System Tag field quickly brings up the options.

Inclusion

https://dash.parsely.com/gannett/posts/?metric=visitors&only_tag=tag:FF-Crime+%26+Safety&start=2020-02-01&interval=1d
https://dash.parsely.com/gannett/posts/?metric=visitors&only_tag=tag:FF-Schools+%26+Education&start=2020-02-01&interval=1d
https://dash.parsely.com/gannett/posts/?metric=visitors&only_tag=tag:FF-Jobs+%26+Careers&start=2020-02-01&interval=1d
https://dash.parsely.com/gannett/posts/?metric=visitors&only_tag=tag:FF-Consumer%20Scams&start=2020-02-01&interval=1d
https://dash.parsely.com/gannett/posts/?metric=visitors&only_tag=tag:FF-Health+%26+Wellness&start=2020-02-01&interval=1d
https://dash.parsely.com/gannett/posts/?metric=visitors&only_tag=tag:FF-Immigration&start=2020-02-01&interval=1d
https://dash.parsely.com/gannett/posts/?metric=visitors&only_tag=tag:FF-Personal%20Finance&start=2020-02-01&interval=1d
https://dash.parsely.com/gannett/posts/?metric=visitors&only_tag=tag:FF-Technology&start=2020-02-01&interval=1d
https://dash.parsely.com/gannett/posts/?metric=visitors&only_tag=tag:FF-Social%20Issues&start=2020-02-01&interval=1d
https://dash.parsely.com/gannett/posts/?metric=visitors&only_tag=tag:FF-Human%20Interest&start=2020-02-01&interval=1d
https://dash.parsely.com/gannett/posts/?metric=visitors&only_tag=tag:FF-Food&start=2020-02-01&interval=1d
https://dash.parsely.com/gannett/posts/?metric=visitors&only_tag=tag:FF-Sports&start=2020-02-01&interval=1d
https://dash.parsely.com/gannett/posts/?metric=visitors&only_tag=tag:FF-Parenting&start=2020-02-01&interval=1d
https://dash.parsely.com/gannett/posts/?metric=visitors&only_tag=tag:FF-Environment&start=2020-02-01&interval=1d
https://dash.parsely.com/gannett/posts/?metric=visitors&only_tag=tag:FF-Pop%20Culture+%26+Music&start=2020-02-01&interval=1d
https://dash.parsely.com/gannett/posts/?metric=visitors&only_tag=tag:FF-Consumer%20Scams&start=2020-02-01&end=2022-02-09&interval=1dhttps://dash.parsely.com/gannett/posts/?metric=visitors&only_tag=tag:En%20espa%C3%B1ol&start=2020-02-01&interval=1d
https://dash.parsely.com/gannett/posts/?metric=visitors&only_tag=tag:FF-Social%20Issues&start=2020-02-01&interval=1d


Inclusion

• USATN content that elevates the perspectives 
and experiences of specific segments of our 
audiences through the lenses of disability, 
gender, generation, geography, class and 
sexual orientation.

• Note: Content that is inclusive solely in terms 
of race and ethnicity should be marked with 
an “FF” system tag. Content that is inclusive in 
terms of one of the specific segments listed 
here AND in terms of race and ethnicity 
should receive both tags.

• Example: Most LGBTQ elders feel lonely. 
Here's what organizations are doing to help.
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https://www.usatoday.com/story/life/health-wellness/2022/01/06/lgbtq-elders-lonely-but-sage-stonewall-organizations-help/9102069002/


How this fits into our audience segments
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Segment 3 overindexes
on Black news consumers
Segment 4 overindexes

on Hispanic news consumers



Tracking progress in Parse.ly

• You can use this link to 
see how tagged content 
is performing across 
Gannett.

• Click on the blue tag 
name to see the content 
associated with that tag

• To change to view to one 
specific site, change 
/gannett/ in the URL to 
your site domain 
(including .com)
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https://dash.parsely.com/gannett/tags/?metric=visitors&only_tag=tag:FF-Crime%20%26%20Safety&only_tag=tag:FF-Food&only_tag=tag:FF-Human%20Interest&only_tag=tag:FF-Immigration&only_tag=tag:FF-Jobs%20%26%20Careers&only_tag=tag:FF-Personal%20Finance&only_tag=tag:FF-Schools%20%26%20Education&only_tag=tag:FF-Social%20Issues&only_tag=tag:FF-Sports&only_tag=tag:FF-Environment&only_tag=tag:FF-Technology&only_tag=tag:FF-Consumer%20Scams&only_tag=tag:FF-Health%20%26%20Wellness&only_tag=tag:FF-Parenting&only_tag=tag:FF-Pop%20Culture%20%26%20Music&only_tag=tag:En%20espa%C3%B1ol&only_tag=tag:Inclusion


FF-Crime & Safety

• Definition: USATN content that 
addresses the experiences and 
concerns of BIPOC audiences related to 
crime, policing, gun violence, 
incarceration and criminal justice 
system disparities.

• Example: Why aren’t Asian Americans 
in Ohio reporting hate incidents amid a 
national surge? The answer is 
complicated
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https://www.dispatch.com/story/news/2021/08/03/asian-americans-ohio-underreporting-anti-asian-hate-crimes-and-incidents-atlanta-shooting/7940120002/


FF-Schools & Education
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• Definition: USATN content that 
addresses the experiences and 
concerns of BIPOC audiences related 
to education at all levels, including 
language access. Also, content that 
connects education to public health 
and economic mobility.

• Example: The Bolles School 
discontinues part of racial literacy 
curriculum citing 'angst'

https://www.jacksonville.com/story/news/education/2021/01/29/bolles-discontinues-part-racial-literacy-curriculum-citing-angst/4266672001/


FF-Jobs & Careers

• Definition: USATN content that 
addresses the experiences and 
concerns of BIPOC audiences related 
to career development, jobs, financial 
health and barriers in the workplace.

• Example: Latina-owned nail studio 
creates some eye-popping nail art for 
its customers. Take a peek
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https://www.democratandchronicle.com/story/news/2021/10/11/botanica-nail-studio-rochester-ny-specializes-creative-nail-art/5933232001/


FF-Consumer Scams

• Definition: USATN content that 
addresses the experiences and 
concerns of BIPOC audiences related 
to consumer scams, especially how to 
avoid them.

• Example: Stimulus checks: How New 
York is blocking creditors from coming 
for your money
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https://www.uticaod.com/story/news/politics/albany/2020/04/21/stimulus-checks-how-ny-blocking-debtors-coming-your-money/5165359002/


FF-Health & Wellness

• Definition: 
USATN content 
that addresses 
the experiences 
and concerns of 
BIPOC audiences 
related to health 
disparities and 
the availability 
and affordability 
of health care. 
Also, wellness 
trends and 
community 
resources.
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• Example: In a Rust Belt city split by inequality, people 
are battling for health care justice. The fight for change 
is a fight for their lives.

https://www.lohud.com/in-depth/news/2021/08/23/racism-inequities-healthcare-syracuse-ny/5054882001/


FF-Immigration

• Definition: 
USATN content 
that addresses 
the 
experiences 
and concerns of 
new Americans 
and the impact 
that 
immigration 
policies have on 
legal and 
undocumented 
people.
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• Example: Refugees bring new strokes to one city’s 
Pennsylvania Dutch image

https://www.ydr.com/in-depth/news/2022/01/10/refugees-pa-lancaster-pennsylvania-dutch-image/8765556002/


FF-Personal Finance

• Definition: USATN content that 
addresses the experiences and 
concerns of BIPOC audiences 
related to money management 
and financial health.

• Example: Cuomo: NY's banking 
system must be more inclusive. 
Why people are being shut out
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https://www.recordonline.com/story/news/2020/03/23/cuomo-banking-system-must-more-inclusive-people-shut-out-turn-alternative-services/4954756002/


FF-Technology

• Definition: USATN content that 
addresses the concerns of BIPOC 
audiences related to technology, 
including consumer technology, social 
media and tech careers.

• Example: Blacks and Hispanics more 
likely to lack access to internet and 
technology, study finds
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https://www.heraldtribune.com/story/news/local/2020/11/22/blacks-and-hispanics-more-likely-to-lack-access-to-internet/3765787001/


FF-Social Issues

• Definition: USATN content that 
addresses the experiences and 
concerns of BIPOC audiences related 
to how societal barriers impact the 
individual, such as racism.

• Example: Indigenous people find 
legal, cultural barriers to protect 
sacred spaces off tribal lands
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https://www.azcentral.com/in-depth/news/local/arizona/2021/08/16/indigenous-people-legal-barriers-protect-sacred-spaces/6642702002/


FF-Human Interest

• Definition: USATN content that 
addresses the experiences and 
concerns of BIPOC audiences 
related to culture, spirituality, 
notable people, holidays and 
traditions. 

• Example: No longer pining for a 
Christmas tree, I wonder how 
others feel this holiday season
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https://www.courierpostonline.com/story/life/2021/12/20/nj-holiday-season-no-christmas-celebration-nonchristians-humanlight/6409587001/


FF-Food

• Definition: USATN content that 
represents BIPOC food cultures 
and traditions. Food businesses 
with BIPOC owners. Also, content 
that connects food to public policy 
and health.

• Example: The secret contested 
history of Buffalo wings — and the 
Black chef who got left out
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https://www.usatoday.com/story/money/food/2021/11/22/buffalo-wings-anchor-bar-ny-origin-john-young-black-history/8725084002/


FF-Sports

• Definition: USATN content that 
addresses the experiences and 
concerns of BIPOC audiences related 
to fan loyalty, local leagues, notable 
athletes and trends.

• Example: 'It validates my doubts': 
Black Section V coaches react to Brian 
Flores' NFL lawsuit
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https://www.democratandchronicle.com/story/sports/high-school/2022/02/03/brian-flores-nfl-lawsuit-section-v-football-coaches-react-rooney-rule/9314953002/


FF-Parenting

• Definition: USATN content that 
addresses the concerns of BIPOC 
audiences related to parenting styles, 
resources, child care, families and the 
parenting experience.

• Example: For the Bateman family of 
Binghamton, remote learning struggles 
— and a dream job offer
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https://www.pressconnects.com/in-depth/news/local/2020/11/17/learning-curve-binghamton-bateman-family-sees-remote-learning-challenges/6126517002/


FF-Environment

• Definition: USATN content that 
addresses the experiences and 
concerns of BIPOC audiences related to 
climate change and its impact.

• Example: Turning the Tides: Heritage 
crops helping revive Gullah Geechee 
communities, foodways
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https://www.savannahnow.com/in-depth/news/2021/12/15/heritage-crops-helping-revive-gullah-geechee-communities-food-coastal-ga/8888478002/


FF-Pop Culture & Music

• Definition: USATN content that 
addresses the experiences, interests 
and concerns of BIPOC audiences 
related to pop culture, music, trends 
and fashion.

• Example: Can Knoxville hip-hop 
artists shatter the 'glass ceiling'? It all 
starts with community
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https://www.knoxnews.com/in-depth/news/2021/09/29/knoxville-artists-seek-music-venue-support-local-hip-hop-scene/7954658002/


En Español

• Use this tag with any content that 
is written (or voiced) in Spanish.

• This tag can be used in 
conjunction with other tags. For 
example, this story about taxes 
also could be listed under FF-
Personal Finance.
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What they don’t want



QUESTIONS?
CONTACT

Cynthia Benjamin
Director, Audience Engagement & Trust
cbenjami@gannett.com

Len LaCara
Senior Content Strategy Analyst
llacara@gannett.com
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